
THE LOST MANOR OF THIRNBY. 

By W. H, Chippindall.

W HEN the Domesday Survey was made, in 
the year 1086, the manor of Thirnby appears 

as dependent on the lordship of Whittington, and 
with other late possessions of Tostig was in the 
king's hand. After this date no more is heard 
of this manor. Yet some slight evidence regard 
ing it has come to notice lately and the following 
attempt to locate it is founded thereon.

The possession of a manor would give rise to a 
family name and a family of " de Thirneby " has 
been discovered in the township of Lowther, 
where they seem to have settled late in the 12th 
century,1 probably receiving lands there in com 
pensation for the loss of their lordship in Thirnby, 
as on the formation of the county of Westmorland 
the manors of Middleton, Barbon, Casterton and 
a part of Thirnby were included in that county 
and taken away from what had been known as 
Amounderness. The other part of Thirnby was 
added to the manor of Whittington.

If a large scale map, showing the boundaries of 
the townships of Kirkby Lonsdale and 
Whittington, be examined, it will be seen that the 
boundary line from the river Lune, westward, 
proceeds in a series of straight lines up to a point 
about 400 yards west of Biggins Park fence, 
cutting across the ancient fields so as to leave 
parts of those fields in Westmorland and parts

1 Cumberland and Westmorland A. & A. Soc. Transactions, 
N.S. xvi., 113.
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in Lancashire. Now all ancient boundaries 
followed some natural feature or ancient fence or 
dike, curving and bending as the particular 
feature necessitated ; hence it may be assumed 
that this straight-lined boundary is a modern one 
and arose through the necessity of marking out 
the division of the ancient manor of Thirnby.

The family of " de Thirneby " ended in three 
co-heiresses1 who married c. 1220-1230 as follows : 
Isabel married Robert de Alneto [Dawney], Sarra 
married Henry de Haverington, and Alice married 
Richard de Copeland, all bearing names asso 
ciated with the holding of land in Whittington 
and Kirkby Lonsdale townships. Further, in the 
inquest on the death of William de Lindsay 
in 1283, 2 we find " David de Haverington and 
Ralph de Patton hold Thirnby and render 
66s. 8d. yearly ; it is worth 10/." Also " Alan de 
Coupeland holds the fourth part of Kirkby 
Lonsdale and renders I2d. yearly ; it is worth 
100s." But before this, in Hilary term, 14 Henry 
III., 1230, there had been a plea between John 
de Kirkby and Richard de Copeland as to how 
much land Richard de Copeland held in the vill 
of Kirkby Lonsdale.3 The result of the trial is 
not on record but is evident from the above- 
quoted inquest on William de Lindsay ; and it 
is submitted that this fourth part of the vill of 
Kirkby Lonsdale is the Westmorland part of the 
old manor of Thirnby.

The land lying along both sides of the boundary 
here was known as " Thirnby " until the end of 
the seventeenth century if not later, and is 
mentioned in the will of John Hudson of Kirkby

1 Ibid.
" Lanes. Inq. and Ext. (Record Soc.), i., 256.
8 Farrer, Cockersand Chartul. (Chatham Soc.), 913n.
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Lonsdale, dated 22 or 24 April, 1615, 1 proved at 
Kirkby Lonsdale on the 6 July following, in 
which he leaves to his son John Hudson " the 
lands and tenant-right in Thyrneby which [I 
devised] unto him before as mentioned in a]. 
dede beringe date the xixth day of April 1615 
lyeinge jointly together and in the occupation of] 
William Harryson and Edward Bainbrigge 
whereof s[ome part] of the saide ground in 
Thyrneby aforesaide lyeing and d . . .[? being] 
[wi]thin the countye of Westmorland] and the 
[other part within the] countye of Lancaster 
which was bought of the right [wor]shipfull Lady 
Elizabeth Curwen."

There is also a reference to Thirnby in the 
Kirkby Lonsdale Court Leet Rolls on 22 April, 
1667, viz. : "We find Mr. John Foxcroft dead 
since last Court and Jane Foxcroft his daughter 
next heir to his customary estate in Thirnby of 
the yearly rent of 4d." This John Foxcroft was 
a lawyer, and acted as steward of the manor of 
Kirkby Lonsdale in 1666 ; he lived at Holme 
House opposite Sellet Mill in Whittington town 
ship. In the same court rolls, under date 28 
February 1669-70, is recorded a surrender by 
Richard Bayliffe of Biggins to his son Edward 
Bayliffe of various fields " and a close called Little 
Thirneby."

Nowadays Thirnby Wood, overlooking Sellet 
Mill from the north, and Thirnby Well (the 
source of the mill stream for Sellet Mill) are the 
only names left to indicate the position of this 
ancient manor, and I am inclined to believe that 
Sellet Mill and Holme House are all that is left 
of the ancient hamlet of Thirnby ; but the outer 
boundaries of this manor appear to be hopelessly 
lost.

1 The will is mutilated and the words within square brackets are 
an attempted restoration.


